Narrative Template: Player Disqualification for Foul, Abusive, or Insulting Language or Gesture
Last Update: 28 Feb 2016
Last Updated by: Mike Register

INSTRUCTIONS:
Copy the text below the double line and paste it into the “Description of Incident” box. Replace all text within [square brackets] with the relevant details from your game. This should be enough information for the vast majority of reports. Entering additional information puts your report at risk for being rejected (“kicked back”).

EXAMPLE REPORT:
With 15 minutes remaining in the second half, Thomas Jefferson High School player #10, Rebecca Brown said to an opponent fuck off, in violation of Rule 12.8.2.f. I displayed the red card and disqualified Rebecca Brown for Foul, Abusive, or Insulting Language.

With [enter number of minutes remaining] minutes remaining in the [first or second] half, [School Name] player #[Player’s Jersey Number], [Player’s full name] said to [an opponent/referee/teammate/coach/spectator] [exact quote of the language used by the player], in violation of Rule 12.8.2.f. I displayed the red card and disqualified [player’s full name] for Foul, Abusive, or Insulting Language.